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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Herewith you find our Terms and Conditions. Should you have any enquiries or questions
regarding these Terms and Conditions, or should you require any further explanation, please
feel free to email us on info@tailormadesafaris.co.za.
Are Travel Terms and Conditions or the Booking Terms and Conditions applicable on
my booking?
The reservation confirmation (booking confirmation or travel contract) indicates which terms
and conditions are applicable: A: Travel Terms and Conditions or B: Booking Terms and
Conditions.
On our guided tours, the Travel Terms and Conditions (A) are applicable, which you will find
on page 3. On our self-drive tours the Booking Terms and Conditions (B) are applicable, which
you can find on page 22.
Supplementary clauses

The travel organiser (and/or travel agent) and traveller can agree on clauses which are
supplementary to these terms and conditions. These clauses must be set down in writing or
electronically, and are intended to strengthen the position of the traveller. The clauses cannot
have any effect on the rights which the traveller has on the grounds of the law and of these
general terms and conditions. In the event of a conflict between an individually agreed clause
and these general terms and conditions, the provision which is most advantageous to the
traveller will apply.
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INTRODUCTION
Article 1 Introductory provisions
1.
The following terms are defined as follows in these Travel Terms and Conditions:
Travel organiser: the party which, in the performance of its business, offers prearranged
travel packages under its own name to the public or to a group of persons.
Traveller:
a. the other party of the travel organiser, or
b. the party on whose behalf the travel package has been arranged, and who has
accepted this arrangement, or
c. the party to which the legal relationship with the travel organiser has been
transferred, in accordance with Article 11 of these terms and conditions.
Travel contract: the contract under which a travel organiser undertakes vis-à-vis its other
party to provide a prearranged travel package offered by the travel organiser, which
includes an overnight stay for a period of more than 24 hours, and at least two of the
following services:
a. transport;
b. accommodation;
c. another tourist service, not related to transport or accommodation, which forms a
significant part of the travel package.
Accommodation-only contracts: travel contracts for which the traveller only reserves
holiday accommodation and organises the transport him/herself.
Booking office: the business which mediates between the traveller and the travel
organiser in entering into the travel contract.
Working days: Mondays through Fridays, with the exception of legally recognised public
holidays.
Office hours: Mondays through Fridays from 8 AM to 4:30 PM South African time, with
the exception of legally recognised public holidays.
2.

These travel terms and conditions are applicable to all travel contracts. The travel
organiser can stipulate that these travel terms and conditions are also applicable to
contracts relating to other travel packages, including accommodation-only contracts and
shuttle journeys by coach, as long as this is stated in the publication.

BEFORE BOOKING THE TRAVEL PACKAGE
Article 2 Information provided by the travel organiser
1.
The travel organiser will provide or ensure the provision of information, pertaining to the
Dutch nationality, on passports, visas and any health-related formalities to the traveller,
no later than at the time the contract is concluded.
The traveller him/herself is responsible for obtaining the necessary additional information
from the relevant authorities and to ascertain in good time before departure whether or
not the information previously obtained has changed.

2. It is a condition of travel with us to have a comprehensive, all-risk travel
insurance. You are required to provide us the policy numbers before the starting date of
your tour. About 6 weeks before traveling, we will email you a booking form where you
can fill in those details. Your travel insurance needs to cover at least medical aid,
evacuation, baggage loss and theft, as well as third party liability. Under no
circumstances can we be held liable for any loss or damage to goods or body.
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3.

The travel organiser accepts no responsibility for general information in photos, folders,
advertisements, websites and other information carriers, if these have been drawn up or
published by third parties.

4.

In the case of air travel, the identity of the airline providing the transport will be notified to
the traveller as soon as it is known to the travel organiser, if possible at the time of
booking and no later than at the time the travel documents are provided.

Article 3 Information provided by the traveller
1.
Before or no later than at the time the contract is concluded, the traveller will provide the
booking office or the travel organiser with all information regarding him/herself and the
travellers for which he/she has made a booking which could be of importance in the
conclusion or realisation of the contract. This will include the numbers of his/her mobile
telephones and e-mail addresses, if available.
2.

The traveller must provide information concerning the physical and/or mental condition of
the traveller(s) (including the use of alcohol, drugs or medicines) if this physical and/or
mental condition could result in discomfort, danger or risks to the traveller or to other
travellers (passengers and/or crew) or the property of third parties. The passenger is
aware that the carrier (for example the captain of an aeroplane) can refuse the
passenger the right to further transport if the information turns out to be incorrect or has
not been provided. Information must also be provided on any limited mobility, and on the
necessity for accompaniment for minor and disabled travellers, pregnant women,
persons who are ill and other accompanying travellers. The traveller is aware that the
carrier reserves the right to require a medical declaration with regard to specific medical
conditions, and in the event that no such a medical declaration is presented, to refuse
the traveller the right to (further) transport.

3.

The traveller must also indicate any details which could be of importance to the proper
realisation of the travel package by the travel organiser in terms of the capacity or
composition of the party for which he/she has made a booking.

4.

If the traveller does not comply with his/her obligations to provide information, and this
results in said traveller(s) being excluded from (further) participation in the travel
package in accordance with the provision in Article 18 paragraph 2, the costs referred to
in said article will be charged to him/her.

Article 4 Essentials
1.
Deviations from or additions to the travel package offered by the travel organiser can be
requested on medical grounds (medical essentials). The travel organiser will make a
realistic effort to comply with such requests, unless this cannot reasonably be expected
of it. Medical essentials require the explicit written consent of the travel organiser.

2.

In the case of a medical essential, the travel organiser is entitled to charge a reasonable
amount per booking for special arrangement expenses, communication expenses and
any additional costs charged by the service providers involved in the realisation of the
travel package associated with the deviation or addition. Any costs relating to medical
essentials can only be charged if the traveller and the travel organiser have agreed on
them.
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3.

4.

A request for an essential on grounds other than medical grounds (other essentials) will
only be considered by the travel organiser if this has a reasonable chance of success. In
such cases, the travel organiser is entitled to charge a reasonable amount per booking
for the special arrangement expenses, communication expenses and any additional
costs charged by the service providers involved in the realisation of the travel package
associated with the request.
Such requests also require the explicit written consent of the travel organiser.
The level of the payments referred to in this article will be stated in the offer of the travel
organiser.

BOOKING THE TRAVEL PACKAGE (Content and record)
Article 5 Conclusion and content of contract
1.
Offer and acceptance
a. The contract is realized as a result of acceptance by the traveller of the offer of the
travel organiser, including the applicable conditions. Acceptance can take place
directly or via the mediation of a booking office. After the contract is realized, the
traveller will receive confirmation of this in writing or electronically as quickly as
possible, in the form of an invoice if applicable.
b. In the case of a booking via the internet, the travel organiser will design the booking
process in such a way that the traveller is informed before the acceptance that he/she
is entering into a contract, and which terms and conditions are applicable to it. The
traveller is bound by this contract from the moment the booking is confirmed by the
travel organiser.
After you have accepted our quote, we will look if we can actually offer the quoted tour
as such. This is dependent on availability of accommodation etc. Should we
encounter difficulties we will contact you and discuss the alternatives. Only once we
have been able to secure all accommodation, will we send you an invoice. Your
booking with us is confirmed as soon as we have received your 30% deposit.
2.

Withdrawal of offer
The offer of the travel organiser is free of obligation, and can be withdrawn by the travel
organiser, if necessary. Withdrawal due to a correction of errors in the calculation of the
travel sum or of other errors is permitted. The withdrawal must take place as quickly as
possible, before 12 noon on the second working day (travel packages to other
destinations) after the date of acceptance, giving reasons.
In such cases, the traveller is entitled to prompt reimbursement of any amounts paid.

3.

Manifest errors
Manifest errors and manifest mistakes are not binding on the travel organiser. Such
errors and mistakes are errors and mistakes which – from the point of view of the
average traveller – are or should be recognisable as such at first sight.

4.

Termination by travel organiser due to low participation
The travel organiser is entitled to terminate the contract with immediate effect if the
number of bookings is lower than the required minimum number. It will state the period
of notice and the required minimum number of bookings clearly in the offer. Termination
must take place in writing within the period stated in the offer. Articles 13 and 15 are not
applicable.
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5.

Booking party
a.
A person who enters into an obligation in the name of or on behalf of another
person (the booking party) is jointly and severally liable for all the obligations
arising from the contract.
b.
All communication (including payment) between the traveller(s) on the one hand
and the travel organisation and/or the booking office on the other hand will take
place exclusively through the booking party.
c.
Each traveller is liable for his/her own share of the contract.

6.

Published details and restrictions
a.
If the agreed travel package is included in a publication of the travel organiser, the
details contained in this form part of the contract.
b.
If the travel organiser has included general restrictions in the general section of the
programme, and these conflict with the travel terms and conditions, the provisions
most favourable to the traveller will be applicable.

7.

Departure and arrival times
Departure and arrival times for transport components will be stated in the travel
documents. These times are definitive. The travel organiser may only alter these times
within reasonable limits, and only if it cannot reasonably be required to adhere to these
times. In such cases, Articles 14 and 15 are not applicable.

8.

Deviations from percentages in Articles 6 and 12
The travel organiser can deviate from the percentages stated in Articles 6 and 12, but
only if the deviating percentages have been previously made known in the publication
and/or offer, and they improve the position of the traveller. This does not affect the
permitted deviations referred to in Article 6 paragraph 1 and Article 12 paragraph 2.

Article 6
1.
a.

Payment, interest and collection costs
At the moment the contract is realized, a deposit must be paid of 30% of the total
agreed travel sum. Organisers of cruises, scheduled flight travel packages, tours
(including camper rental), adventure travel packages, accommodation-only
contracts, packages with regard to the rental of motorboats or yachts, or travel
packages involving visits to national parks or amusement parks, or visits to cultural
or sporting events.
This is due to the fact that we have very high deposit requests of accommodation here in
South Africa, often asking for 50% or 100% to secure the booking.
b.
c.

2.

In the case of accommodation-only contracts to hotels, the deposit is 30% of the
travel sum.
In the case of accommodation-only contracts to lodging units such as bungalows,
apartments, static caravans, campsite pitches, the deposit is 30% of the travel
sum.

The remainder of the travel sum must be in the possession of the booking office no later
than six weeks before the day of departure (in the case of self-transport packages, no
later than six weeks before the date of arrival at the first booked accommodation). The
traveller will be in default if payment is not made on time. If the traveller does not pay on
time, the travel organiser will send the traveller a payment reminder at no charge, giving
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the traveller a further 14-day period to make the payment. If payment has still not been
made by that time, the contract will be deemed to have been cancelled on the day of
default. The travel organiser is entitled to charge the cancellation costs owed in this
context. In such cases, the provisions of Article 12 are applicable, and the cancellation
fee will be deducted from the amounts already paid.
3.

If the contract is realized less than 6 weeks before the date of departure, the entire travel
sum must be paid immediately, in full.

4.

A traveller who does not comply with a financial obligation to the travel organiser in good
time will owe the statutory interest rate on the remaining amount owed. The traveller will
also be required to reimburse any collection costs reasonably incurred by the travel
organiser.
These amounts will be a maximum of: 15% of travel sums up to €2,500; 10% of the
subsequent €2,500 and 5% of the subsequent €5,000, with a minimum of €40. The travel
organiser can deviate from the stated amounts and percentages to the advantage of the
traveller.

Article 7 Travel sum
1.
The published travel sum is per person, unless otherwise indicated. It includes the
services and provisions stated in the publication, whether or not specified in separate
cost elements, including unavoidable additional costs which the traveller must pay for the
services offered which are known at the moment of publication. The term unavoidable
additional costs shall include costs which are inextricably linked with the service offered.
This does not include the costs of additional services which are provided at the request
of the traveller by the travel organiser or by third parties, such as insurance premiums
and costs charged per party at the time of booking and which vary depending on the size
of the party, and reservation fees which can vary by sales channel.
We always publish the price of a tour per person in our quotes and quote overviews. However,
on the invoice we send to the person that has done the booking with us on behalf of his travel
party, we mention the full travel sum for the entire tour, thus all participants together. In our
quotes and quote overviews it is always made very clear what is included and what not in the
quoted price.
2.

The published travel sum is based on the prices, levies and taxes that were known to the
travel organiser at the time of its publication.

PERIOD AFTER BOOKING THROUGH TO REALISATION OF THE TRAVEL PACKAGE
Article 8 Changes to travel sum
1.
The travel organiser is entitled to increase the travel sum in the context of changes to the
transport costs (including fuel costs), the taxes and levies owed, up to 20 calendar days
before the date of departure (in the case of accommodation-only contracts, before the
date of arrival at the first booked accommodation). The travel organiser will indicate in
this context how the increase has been calculated. Such changes can also lead to a
reduction of the travel sum, unless this cannot reasonably be expected of the travel
organiser in view of the costs involved. The travel organiser must indicate in this context
how the reduction has been calculated.
If the travel sum has been paid on time, the period within which the travel sum can no
longer be increased is six weeks before departure, rather than 20 calendar days.
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2.

a.
b.

Contrary to the provision in paragraph 1, the travel organiser will not adjust the
travel sum for charter flights within Europe and to the Mediterranean Countries.
Contrary to the provision in point a., and solely in the event of unforeseeable
increases to taxes or levies owed, or an extreme increase to the transport costs, the
travel organiser can increase the travel sum up to 20 calendar days before the date
of departure.

3.

In the event of an announced price increase to the air travel costs, the traveller can ask
the travel organiser whether he/she can already pay these costs to the travel organiser
in order to prevent the price increase. If this request can be granted, and these costs are
paid in full and the ticket is issued, the travel organiser will no longer adjust the air travel
costs element of the travel sum. In such cases, the cancellation costs referred to in
Article 12 will be increased by the air travel costs, as a minimum.

4.

a.

b.

The traveller is entitled to reject an increase to the travel sum as referred to in
paragraphs 1 and 2. The traveller must make use of this right within three working
days of receipt of notification of the increase, on penalty of forfeiture.
If the traveller rejects the increase, the travel organiser is entitled to terminate the
contract. He/she must exercise this right within seven working days of receipt of
notification of the increase, on penalty of forfeiture. At that point, the traveller is
entitled to a waiver of the travel sum or immediate reimbursement of amounts
already paid. Articles 13, 14 and 15 are not applicable.

Note: As a South African company we require to be paid in South African Rand, and also the
price mentioned in our quote and invoice to you is mentioned in this currency. We cannot be
held liable for exchange rate fluctuations, not even in the period between booking and paying
of the first or any subsequent deposit, and the actual conduction of the tour. It is possible that
the exchange rate changes so that by the time of conducting the tour the quoted price differs
significantly in USD/GBP/EUR than at the time of booking. This difference, whether it is now
cheaper or more expensive, is for the travellers account. We only guarantee the price in South
African Rand, notwithstanding article 8.1 to 8.4. The traveller is free to pay any deposits earlier
than required as per the deposit dates mentioned on this invoice, but not later. In doing so, it
may be possible to make use of a ‘good’ exchange rate at the time, and pay before the 6
weeks before the starting date of the tour. Once again, although this is allowed, it is not
required.
Article 9 Travel contract documents and travellers’ required travel documents
1.
The travel organiser will ensure that the necessary travel contract documents are in the
possession of the traveller no later than 10 calendar days before the day of departure (in
the case of accommodation-only contracts: before the date of arrival at the first booked
accommodation), unless this cannot reasonably be expected of the travel organiser.
2.

If the traveller has not received any travel contract documents within five working days
before departure at the latest, he/she must notify the travel organiser or the booking
office to this effect immediately.

3.

In the case of travel packages booked less than 10 calendar days before the date of
departure (in the case of accommodation-only contracts: before the date of arrival at the
first booked accommodation), the travel organiser or the booking office will indicate when
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and how the necessary travel contract documents will be put in the possession of the
traveller.
If the traveller does not receive these accordingly, he/she must immediately notify the
travel organiser or the booking office to this effect.
4.

The traveller him/herself is responsible for having the necessary travel documents with
him/her, such as a valid passport or, where permitted, an identity card and any
necessary visas, proofs of immunisations and vaccinations, driving licence and
international motor insurance certificate. If the traveller is unable to undertake all or part
of the travel package as a result of not being in possession of any document, or of such
a document not being valid, any and all consequences of this will be at the traveller's
expense, unless the travel organiser has undertaken that it would arrange the document
in question, and its absence can be imputed to the travel organiser, or if the travel
organiser has failed to comply with its information obligation under Article 2 paragraph 1.

Article 10 Changes instigated by the traveller
1.
After the contract has been realized, the traveller can request changes to it. This is
subject to the condition that the traveller pays the amended travel sum, after deduction
of the amounts already paid. Furthermore, the traveller is required to pay an amendment
fee per booking, and, if appropriate, communication costs, as stated in the offer. A
decision regarding the request will be taken as quickly as possible. These amendments
will be implemented as much as possible, up to 28 calendar days before departure, and
if successful confirmed in writing by the travel organiser.
2.

Rejection of the amendments requested by the traveller will be notified by the travel
organiser to the traveller immediately, giving reasons. The traveller can proceed with the
original contract, or cancel it. If he/she chooses to cancel the contract, Article 12 will be
applicable. If there is no response from the traveller to the rejection of his/her request,
the original contract will be enforced.

3.

A change to the departure date or a reduction to the number of paying passengers will
be considered a cancellation or part cancellation, to which Article 12 is applicable. In
such cases, no amendment fee or communication costs will be owed.

Article 11 Substitution
1. The traveller can be substituted by another person, in good time before commencement of
the travel package. This is subject to the following conditions:
the other person complies with all the conditions to which the contract is subject;
and
the request is submitted no later than seven calendar days before departure, or in
good time such that the necessary actions and formalities can still be carried out;
and
the terms and conditions of the service providers involved in the fulfilment do not
preclude such substitution.
2. The booking party, the traveller and the person substituting for the traveller are jointly and
severally liable vis-à-vis the travel organiser for payment of the as yet unpaid part of the
travel sum, the amendment fee and communication costs referred to in Article 10
paragraph 1 and any additional costs resulting from the substitution.
Article 12 Cancellation by the traveller
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1.

Standard cancellation fee
In the event that a contract is cancelled, the travel organiser can charge the traveller the
following cancellation fees, in addition to any reservation costs owed:
- in the case of cancellation up to the 42nd calendar day (exclusive) before the day of
departure: the deposit;
- in the case of cancellation from the 42nd calendar day (inclusive) to the 28th calendar
day (exclusive) before the day of departure: 35% of the travel sum;
- in the case of cancellation from the 28th calendar day (inclusive) to the 21st day
(exclusive) before the day of departure: 40% of the travel sum;
- in the case of cancellation from the 21st calendar day (inclusive) to the 14th day
(exclusive) before the day of departure: 50% of the travel sum;
- in the case of cancellation from the 14th calendar day (inclusive) to the 5th day
(exclusive) before the day of departure: 75% of the travel sum;
- in the case of cancellation from the fifth calendar day (inclusive) until the day of
departure: 90% of the travel sum;
- in the case of cancellation on the day of departure or later: the full travel sum.

2.

Different cancellation fee
a. In the case of accommodation-only contracts to lodging units such as bungalows,
apartments, static caravans and campsite pitches, the following cancellation fees will
be owed in addition to any reservation costs:
Tailor Made Safaris uses the following cancelation fee; we are usually liable to 100%
cancellation fees from the small scale accommodation establishments that we use.
b. If transport takes place by scheduled flights, or special services are offered, such as
camper rental, rental of motorboats or yachts, car rental, visits to national parks,
including amusement parks, or visits to cultural or sporting events, different
cancellation provisions can apply to such transport or special services. These will be
made known to the traveller in advance.

3.

Partial cancellation
a. If a traveller in a party cancels his/her share of a contract for a joint stay in a hotel,
apartment, holiday home or other accommodation, he/she will owe a cancellation fee.
b. If the size of the remaining group is listed in the price table for the accommodation,
the travel organiser will make an amendment proposal to the remaining traveller(s)
which is suitable to the new group size, for the same period and in the same
accommodation.
c. The travel sum will be amended for the traveller(s) referred to in point b. in
accordance with the price table. The normal payment rules of Article 6 will apply to
the amended travel sum.
d. If the amendment offer is not possible or is not accepted, the contract will be
cancelled for all the travellers, and all the travellers will owe a cancellation fee.
e. The total amount of the cancellation fee and amended travel sum can never exceed
the total travel sum of the original travellers. Any excess will be deducted from the
new travel sum.

4.

Lower loss
The traveller cancelling the travel package is required to pay the cancellation fee in
accordance with the provisions in the previous paragraphs, unless he/she can make a
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plausible case that the loss of the travel organiser is lower. In such cases, the travel
organiser will charge this lower loss. The term loss refers to loss suffered and loss of
profits.
5.

Outside office hours
Cancellations made outside office hours are deemed to have taken place on the next
working day.

6.

Substitution
In the event that no cancellation takes place, but the traveller chooses substitution,
Article 11 is applicable.

Article 13 Cancellation by the travel organiser
1.
The travel organiser is entitled to terminate the contract due to exceptional
circumstances.
2.

The term exceptional circumstances is deemed to mean circumstances which are of
such a nature that it cannot reasonably be expected of the travel organiser that it
remains bound by the contract.

3.

a.
b.

c.

4.

If the cause of the cancellation can be attributed to the traveller, the loss arising
from this will be borne by the traveller.
If the cause of the cancellation can be attributed to the travel organiser, the loss
arising from this will be borne by the travel organiser. Whether this is the case is
determined on the basis of Article 15.
If the cause of the termination cannot be attributed to either the traveller or the
travel organiser, each of the parties will bear their own loss as stated in Article 16.

If the travel organiser saves money as a result of the termination, the traveller is entitled
to his/her share of the amount of this saving.

Article 14 Changes instigated by the travel organiser
1.
a.
The travel organiser is entitled to change the agreed service provision due to
exceptional circumstances as described in greater detail in Article 13 paragraph 2.
The travel organiser will notify the traveller of changes within three calendar days
of being notified of the change. As of 10 calendar days before departure (in the
case of accommodation-only contracts: before the date of arrival at the first booked
accommodation) the travel organiser will notify the traveller within one calendar
day.
b.
If the change pertains to one or more essential points, the traveller can reject the
change(s).
c.
If the change pertains to one or more essential points, the traveller can only reject
the change if the change does not cause a disadvantage to the traveller which is
more than of slight significance.
d.
If the travel organiser saves money as a result of the change, the traveller is
entitled to his/her share of the amount of this saving.
2.

a.

In the event of a change, the travel organiser will make the traveller an alternative
offer, if possible. The travel organiser will do this within three calendar days of
being notified of the change. As of 10 calendar days before departure (in the case
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b.

of accommodation-only contracts: before the date of arrival at the first booked
accommodation) a period of one calendar day applies for this.
The alternative offer must be at least equivalent. The equivalence of alternative
accommodation must be evaluated on the basis of objective standards and must
be determined according to the following circumstances which must be apparent
from the replacement offer:
- the siting of the accommodation in the destination location;
- the nature and class of the accommodation;
- the other facilities which the accommodation offers.
The evaluation referred to above must take into account:
- the composition of the party;
- the special characteristics or circumstances of the traveller(s) involved, deemed
by the traveller(s) to be of essential importance, made known to the travel
organiser and confirmed by the travel organiser in writing;
- the deviations from or additions to the programme requested by the traveller,
which have been confirmed by the travel organiser in writing.

3.

a.

b.

A traveller who makes use of his/her right to reject the change or alternative offer
pursuant to the previous paragraphs must make this known within three calendar
days of receipt of the notice on the change or of the alternative offer. As of 10
calendar days before departure, a period of one calendar day is applicable to this.
If the traveller rejects the change of the alternative offer, the travel organiser is
entitled to terminate the contract with immediate effect. The traveller must make
use of this right within three calendar days of receipt of the change, on penalty of
forfeiture. As of 10 calendar days before departure (in the case of accommodationonly contracts: before the date of arrival at the first booked accommodation) a
period of one calendar day applies for this.
In such cases, the traveller is entitled to a waiver of the travel sum or
reimbursement of the travel sum (or, if the travel package has already been
partially taken, to reimbursement of a proportionate part thereof) within two weeks,
without prejudice to any right the traveller may have to compensation for loss as
referred to in paragraph 5.

4.

If the period referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of this article ends on a Sunday or a
public holiday, the period will be extended to 12 noon on the next working day.

5.

a.

b.
c.

6.

If the cause of the change can be attributed to the travel organiser, the loss of the
traveller arising from this will be borne by the travel organiser. Whether this is the
case is determined on the basis of Article 15.
If the cause of the change can be attributed to the traveller, the loss arising from
this will be borne by the traveller.
If the cause of the change cannot be attributed to either the traveller or the travel
organiser, each of the parties will bear their own loss as stated in Article 16.

If a significant portion of the services to which the contract pertains cannot be provided
after the commencement of an agreed travel package, the travel organiser will ensure
that suitable alternative arrangements are made with a view to continuation of the
journey. (For the costs of this, see Article 16).
If such arrangements are not possible, the travel organiser will provide the traveller(s)
with an equivalent means of transport, if necessary, which will bring him/her to the
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departure location or another return location agreed with the traveller(s). (For the costs
of this, see Article 16.)
7.

Without prejudice to the provisions in Article 18 paragraph 4, the travel organiser is
required to notify the traveller(s) of a change to the departure time implemented by the
travel organiser.
With regard to the return journey, this obligation does not apply to travellers who have
only booked transport and/or whose accommodation address is unknown.

Article 15 Liability and force majeure
1.
Without prejudice to the provisions in Articles 13 and 14, the travel organiser is required
to enforce the contract in accordance with the expectations which the traveller would
reasonably have on the grounds of the contract.
2.

If the travel package fails to meet the expectations referred to in paragraph 1, the
traveller is required to notify the parties involved as quickly as possible, as referred to in
Article 19 paragraph 1.

3.

If the travel package fails to meet the expectations referred to in paragraph 1, the travel
organiser is required to reimburse the traveller for any loss, without prejudice to the
provisions in Article 16, 17 and 18, unless the failure in the performance is not
attributable to the travel organiser or to the person assisting him in the fulfilment of the
contract, because:
a.
the failure in the performance of the contract is attributable to the traveller; or
b.
the failure in the performance of the contract could not be foreseen or could not be
neutralized and is attributable to a third party who was not involved in the provision
of the services included in the travel package; or
This includes not having power and or water in cases that these cannot be delivered to
your accommodation due to lightning, storms, incompetence of the municipality or its
contractors or for any other reason.
c.

d.

the failure in the performance of the contract is caused by an event which could
not be foreseen or rectified, despite exercising all due care, by the travel organiser
or by the person assisting with the fulfilment of the contract; or
the failure in the performance of the contract is caused by force majeure as
referred to in paragraph 5 of this article.

4.

Contrary to paragraph 3, if a cruise is part of the contract and the traveller is unable to
reach the port of departure, or unable to reach it in time, as a result of the flight to the
port of departure being unable to leave due to extreme weather conditions and/or
government measures which make the flight impossible, this will be at the risk of the
traveller. This is on condition that the traveller has been informed of this risk and its
insurability by or on behalf of the travel organiser prior to the booking. In such cases, the
traveller continues to owe the full travel sum, after deduction of the costs of the air
transport.

5.

The term force majeure is deemed to include abnormal and unforeseen conditions which
are independent of the will of the person invoking it, and the consequences of which
could not be avoided, despite all precautionary measures.
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Article 16 Help and assistance
1.
a.
Depending on the circumstances, the travel organiser is required to provide the
traveller with help and assistance if the travel package does not meet the
expectations which the traveller could reasonably have on the grounds of the
contract. The costs arising from this shall be borne by the travel organiser if the
failure in the performance of the contract is attributable to the travel organiser in
accordance with Article 15 paragraph 3.
b.
In the event that the cause is attributable to the traveller, the travel organiser is
only required to provide help and assistance inasmuch as this can reasonably be
expected of it. In such cases, the costs will be borne by the traveller.
This includes visits by the traveller to medical facilities such as dentists, doctors,
hospitals etc. Should, during a tour, a traveller have to be brought to such a person or
institution, we will invoice the costs of these visits (including transport to and from) to
the traveller. The traveller can claim these afterwards from his/her travel insurance,
or, if not possible, will be personally liable to settle this invoice with Tailor Made
Safaris or the institution/practitioner itself.
2.

In the event that the travel package does not meet the expectations which the traveller
could reasonably have had as a result of circumstances which are attributable to neither
the traveller nor the travel organiser, each party will bear its own loss. For the travel
organiser, this will include extra manpower; for the traveller this will include additional
accommodation and repatriation costs.

Article 17 Exclusions and restrictions to liability of travel organiser
1.
a.
In the event that a service included in the travel package is subject to a
Convention, bye-law or law which awards or permits an exclusion or limitation of
liability on the part of the service provider, the liability of the travel organiser is also
accordingly excluded or limited.
b.
The travel organiser is also not liable if and inasmuch as the traveller is able to
recover his/her loss under an insurance policy, such as a travel insurance and/or
cancellation cost insurance policy.
2.

In the event that the travel organiser is liable vis-à-vis the traveller for loss of travel
enjoyment, the payment will be a maximum of one time the travel sum.

3

Like any other travel organiser or operator in South Africa, Tailor Made Safaris also
accepts no liability for damage (including death and/or injury) of any form or type. This
simply as in Africa many factors are totally beyond the tour operator/agent’s control. For
example, take (drunk) taxi drivers or people driving without a valid drivers license who
could cause an accident, wild animals that may behave unpredictably and can attack a
vehicles and/or persons and cause damage, injury or death, certain forms of crime which
cannot be avoided (such as theft from open game viewers which cannot lock). Any
damage caused by a traffic incident, regardless of the cause, is dealt with and covered
by the South African Road Accident Fund (http://www.raf.co.za). Moreover, Tailor Made
Safaris has a Passenger and Public Liability insurance that covers certain instances. The
traveller is, for the above reasons, obliged to have a comprehensive, all risk travel
insurance that covers the entire duration of the tour, and which covers all medical aid,
evacuation, repatriation, loss of luggage, theft and public liability. The traveller can under
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no circumstances hold Tailor Made Safaris, its directors and employees, liable for any
damages arising from any nature whatsoever.
To assure you, and for your interest:
1. Tailor Made Safaris KZN CC. (The Company), Registration Number 2010/127901/23
possesses all licenses and permits necessary to conduct business as a tour operator in
Southern Africa.
2. The Company acts as an agent / broker in packaging tours and travel arrangements,
as well as a tour company, utilising the products of various suppliers. While the
company makes every effort to engage quality suppliers among the accommodation
establishments, activity organisers and other service providers to ensure that the
various services making up the different tours will be carried out efficiently and as
specified, it does not have direct control over the provision of services of suppliers and
shall not be liable for any loss, damage, injury, additional cost, delay, irregularity that
may be occasioned by any error or default, act or omission of any supplier in carrying
out the required services, or otherwise, in connection therewith.
3. The Company shall not be liable for any loss, damage, or expense of any nature
whatever suffered by the client or any traveller arising from the loss of or any damage
to any property; the cancellation or curtailment of any activity; sickness, quarantine,
weather conditions, war, strikes, riots and/or any other cause of any nature whatever,
however caused and whether as a result of the company's negligence or otherwise.
4. Should sickness or accident interrupt a tour, the company shall not be liable for any
loss, damage or expense arising there from, whether as a result of the company's
negligence or otherwise; and refund, either total or partial, of money paid. The
company recommends that the client takes out the necessary insurance to protect
against any such eventuality.
5. Travellers shall be solely responsible for complying with the formalities required by
police, customs, health and all other authorities at the point of departure, at the
destination and whilst in transit.
6. When required, clients must complete indemnity forms. The company cannot be held
liable for any cancelled activity as a result of the client refusing to sign such forms.
7. The company reserves the right to decline, to accept or retain any traveller as a
member of any group or on any tour at any time as a result of the non-payment of any
amount due by the client or if such client interferes with any other member of any group
and/or causes any disturbance or nuisance.
8. Should the company appoint a tour leader or guide in respect of any tour, then the
client must accept all reasonable instructions of such tour leader or guide.
9. The company reserves the right to alter or substitute routes, refreshments, meals,
accommodation, itineraries, tours, services, vehicles and/or arrangements should
conditions necessitate and will offer substitutes of equal value and will inform the client
of any known changes before departure.
10.
The company provides accurate travel time estimations but cannot be held liable
for the delay in travel times as a result of vehicle breakdowns, roadworks, traffic
problems, clients requesting numerous stops in the journey, or any such occurrence.
11.
Our vehicles are well maintained, fully serviced and tested for roadworthiness
every year. In the unlikely event that a vehicle breaks down and is unusable for more
than one day, the company will endeavour to arrange a substitute vehicle. The
company cannot guarantee, however, that the comfort of replacement vehicle will
match the company's vehicle.
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4.

The exclusions and/or limitations of liability of the travel organiser contained in this article
also apply to employees of the travel organiser, the booking office and the service
providers involved, as well as their staff, unless a Convention, bye-law or law excludes
this.

Article 18 Obligations of the traveller
1.
The traveller(s) is/are required to comply with all instructions of the travel organiser in the
context of promoting a good fulfilment of the travel package and is/are liable for loss
caused by his/her/their unauthorised behaviour, to be evaluated according to the
standard of the behaviour of a properly behaved traveller.
2.

a.

b.

The traveller who causes or could cause hindrance or nuisance to such an extent
that a good fulfilment of a travel package is or could be greatly impeded may be
excluded from the travel package or the rest of the travel package by the travel
organiser, if it cannot reasonably be required of the travel organiser to fulfil the
contract.
All costs arising from a situation as described in paragraph 2 item a will be borne
by the traveller, if and inasmuch as the consequences of hindrance or nuisance
can be attributed to the traveller. If and inasmuch as the cause of the exclusion
cannot be attributed to the traveller, he/she will be reimbursed the travel sum or
part thereof.

3.

The traveller is required to avoid or limit any loss as much as possible, in particular by
complying with his/her reporting obligation as described in greater detail in Article 19
paragraph 1.

4.

Each traveller must ascertain the exact time of departure for the return journey from the
travel package representative or the local agent of the travel organiser no later than 24
hours before the stated time of departure.

Article 19 Complaints during the travel
1.
A failure in the performance of the contract as referred to in article 15 paragraph 2 must
be notified as quickly as possible on site, so that a solution can be sought. In this
context, the traveller must report – in the following sequence – to: the service provider in
question, the local travel organiser representative or, if he/she is not present or available,
the travel organiser. In the event that the shortcoming is not removed, and negatively
affects the quality of the travel package, this must in any event be notified immediately to
the travel organiser.
2.

If a failure is not resolved satisfactorily on site, the travel organiser will ensure that there
is an adequate possibility to record a complaint in writing in the prescribed manner
(complaint report).
This is to be send to info@tailormadesafaris.co.za

3.

The travel organiser will ensure that there is information in the travel documents
regarding the procedure to be followed on site, the contact details and availability of the
persons in question.
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4.

The communication costs will be reimbursed by the travel organiser, unless it becomes
clear that these did not reasonably need to be incurred.

5.

In the event that the traveller has not complied with the obligation to communicate a
complaint or complete a complaint report, and as a result the service provider or travel
organiser have not been given the opportunity to remedy the failure, any entitlement to
compensation for loss may be limited or excluded.

AFTER THE TRAVEL PACKAGE
Article 20 Complaints after the travel package
1.
If a complaint has not been resolved satisfactorily, it must be submitted in writing, giving
details, to the travel organiser or the booking office within one month of the end of the
travel package (or the service used), or after the original date of departure if the travel
package has not gone ahead. The traveller must enclose a copy of the complaint report
with this.
2.

If the complaint relates to the realization of a contract, it must be submitted within one
month of the traveller taking cognizance of the facts to which the complaint relates.

3.

In the event that the traveller does not submit the complaint in good time, it will not be
processed by the travel organiser, unless the traveller cannot reasonably be blamed for
this. The travel organiser will notify the traveller in this respect in writing or electronically.

4.

The travel organiser will issue a written response no later than one month after receipt of
the complaint.

Article 21 Disputes
1.
a.
If a complaint is not resolved satisfactorily in good time or if no satisfactory
resolution is provided, the traveller can, if he/she wishes, bring the dispute before
the Dispute Committee:
Given our registration in South Africa, a complaint can be lodged at
http://www.southafrica.info/services/consumer/travel.htm

2.

b.

The Disputes Committee issues rulings subject to the conditions set down in the
appropriate regulations. The decision of the Disputes Committee is in the form of
an advice binding upon the parties. The handling of a dispute is subject to a fee.

a.

On any of Tailor Made Safaris contracts South African Law is applicable, not Dutch
law.

b.

A traveller who does not wish to make use of the binding advice procedure
referred to in the previous paragraph is entitled to put the case before the
competent court.
South African courts are competent to hear such disputes.

c.

All rights of claim will lapse one year after the end of the travel package (or, if the
travel package did not take place, one year after the original date of departure).
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Claims relating to injury expire one year after the end of the travel package (or, if
the travel package did not take place, one year after the original date of departure).
The parties are bound by the periods referred to in this paragraph unless it is
unacceptable on the grounds of reasonableness and fairness that the travel
organiser invokes these periods.
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Article 1 Introductory provisions
1.
The following terms are defined as follows in these the Booking Terms and Conditions:
Travel agent: a person who advises, informs and mediates in the realization of contracts
in the area of travel, in the operation of his/her business.
Service provider: the transport, accommodation provider, travel organiser and/or other
service providers in the area of travel, all in the broadest sense of the word, with which
the traveller enters into a contract and which, with due observance of the applicable
terms and conditions, is responsible for the performance of the service.
Traveller:
a.
the client (booking party), or
b.
the person on whose behalf the services performed by the travel agent have been
contracted, and who has accepted this contract.
Order: the contract between the traveller and the travel agent, under which a travel agent
makes a commitment to the traveller to provide services in the area of travel, in the
broadest sense of the word.
Working days: Mondays through Fridays, with the exception of legally recognised public
holidays.
Office hours: Mondays through Fridays from 8 AM to 4:30 PM South African time, with
the exception of legally recognised public holidays.
2.

The Booking Terms and Conditions are applicable on our self drive tours.

3.

The travel agent can make a booking for the traveller. He/she concludes a contract
between the traveller and the service provider selected by the traveller. The travel agent
him/herself is not a party to the resulting contract. He/she can, for example, make
bookings for airline tickets, train tickets, theatre tickets and hotel rooms, and take out
insurance for the traveller.

4.

The travel agent is not liable for the correct fulfilment of the services booked through
him/her. These are subject to the terms and conditions of the service provider in
question, for example the airline or hotel. The travel agent is, of course, responsible for a
careful fulfilment of the services provided by him/herself, such as for correct advice and
correct handling of the booking.
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5.

The travel agent can charge a fee for his/her services, on condition that the customer is
informed of this in advance.

Article 2 The order in general
1.
The content of the order can consist, among other things, of informing and advising the
traveller, and if possible booking the services desired by the traveller on the traveller's
behalf.
2.

The client is bound vis-à-vis the travel agent and the service provider after the order is
given, irrespective of whether a prompt confirmation is provided.

3.

It will generally be possible to provide the client with the confirmation/order confirmation
immediately, in which case said confirmation will be deemed proof of the contract
described in the confirmation.

4.

In the event that the order confirmation cannot immediately be provided and is sent later
by the travel agent, the client has a period of two working days to appeal. If the order is
not contested within that period, the order confirmation is deemed proof of the existence
of the contract and its content. This does not affect the option open to the client to
provide evidence to the contrary.

5.

In the case of a booking via the internet, the travel agent will structure the booking
process in such a way that the traveller is informed before the acceptance that he/she is
entering into a contract. The traveller is bound by this contract from the moment the
booking is confirmed by the travel agent.

6.

The client is wholly liable vis-à-vis both the travel agent and the service provider for the
obligations arising from the order. The other travellers are also accordingly liable for their
share of the agreed service provision.

Article 3 The booking order
1.
Client's obligation to provide information
The client will provide the travel agent with all the necessary information on him/herself
and any other travellers before the contract is entered into or implemented. This will
include the number of his/her mobile telephone and email address, if available. The client
will provide information concerning him/herself and concerning travellers for which
he/she has made a booking with regard to their physical and/or mental health, other
relevant – including medical – aspects and on any limited mobility, or the necessity for
accompaniment of minors and/or disabled travellers, pregnant women, persons who are
ill and other travellers.
If the client fails to comply with his/her obligations to provide information, any negative
financial consequences arising from this will be borne by the client.
2.

Price adjustments
The prices of reserved services can be adjusted in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the service provider. These adjustments will be notified and charged on as
quickly as possible.
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3.

Cancellation/changes instigated by the client
Any cancellations of or changes to the order(s) issued can only take place on working
days and only at the request of the client. In the event that, at the request of the client, a
cancellation takes place or changes are made to reservations already made, the costs
relating to this will be charged. These can be cancellation or amendment costs charged
by the service provider, and/or the costs which the travel agent is forced to incur in order
to realise the cancellation or change.

4.

All notifications from the travel agent or service provider will only be made to the client.

Article 4 Payments
1.
The amounts owed must be paid within the period indicated by the travel agent. The
travel agent is authorised to collect the amounts owed, if necessary on behalf of and for
the account of the service provider(s) in question.
2.

The travel agent can require a deposit when issuing the order(s), which in any event will
not exceed the deposit under the terms and conditions of any service providers involved.

3.

The remaining amount owed must be received by the travel agent no later than on the
date stated in the confirmation or invoice. In the case of a difference between the
confirmation on the invoice, the confirmation will prevail.

4.

In the event that the payment/deposit does not take place or does not take place in time,
the travel organiser will send the traveller a payment reminder at no charge, giving the
traveller a further 14-day period to make the payment. If payment has still not been
made by that time, the contracts will be deemed to have been cancelled, unless the
terms and conditions of any service providers involved stipulate otherwise. At that point,
the travel agent will be entitled to charge the costs related to cancellation, or to settle
them against the deposit(s) received.

5.

Any reimbursements will be made solely to the client.

Article 5 Liability
1.
The travel agent will perform his/her work with the care of a good contractor.

2.

The travel agent accepts no liability for actions and/or omissions of the service
provider(s) involved as referred to in Article 1 paragraph 1, or for the correctness of the
information provided by this/these service provider(s). The travel agent accepts no
responsibility for photos, folders, advertisements, websites and other information
carriers, inasmuch as these have been drawn up or published under the responsibility of
third parties.

3.

Inasmuch as the travel agent him/herself fails attributably and the traveller suffers loss
as a result (including loss of travel enjoyment), the liability of the travel agent is limited to
a maximum of the services invoiced by the travel agent.

4.

The liability for loss against which the traveller is insured (for example by taking out
travel and/or cancellation insurance or health insurance), and liability for loss which the
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traveller suffers in the context of the performance of a profession or the operation of a
business (including loss resulting from missing connections or not arriving on time at the
destination) are excluded.
5.

The travel agent is not responsible for any promises made by his/her staff and/or third
parties which manifestly differ from the conditions stated in these terms and conditions or
in the terms and conditions of the service provider responsible, unless such promises
are confirmed subsequently in writing.

6.

The exclusions and limitations of liability contained in this article also apply to the staff of
the travel agent.
Like any other travel organiser or operator in South Africa, Tailor Made Safaris also
accepts no liability for damage (including death and/or injury) of any form or type. This
simply as in Africa many factors are totally beyond the tour operator/agent’s control. For
example, take (drunk) taxi drivers or people driving without a valid drivers license who
could cause an accident, wild animals that may behave unpredictably and can attack a
vehicles and/or persons and cause damage, injury or death, certain forms of crime which
cannot be avoided (such as theft from open game viewers which cannot lock). Any
damage caused by a traffic incident, regardless of the cause, is dealt with and covered
by the South African Road Accident Fund (http://www.raf.co.za). Moreover, Tailor Made
Safaris has a Passenger and Public Liability insurance that covers certain instances. The
traveller is, for the above reasons, obliged to have a comprehensive, all risk travel
insurance that covers the entire duration of the tour, and which covers all medical aid,
evacuation, repatriation, loss of luggage, theft and public liability. The traveller can under
no circumstances hold Tailor Made Safaris, its directors and employees, liable for any
damages arising from any nature whatsoever.
To assure you, and for your interest:
1. Tailor Made Safaris KZN CC. (The Company), Registration Number 2010/127901/23
possesses all licenses and permits necessary to conduct business as a tour operator in
Southern Africa.
2. The Company acts as an agent / broker in packaging tours and travel arrangements,
as well as a tour company, utilising the products of various suppliers. While the
company makes every effort to engage quality suppliers among the accommodation
establishments, activity organisers and other service providers to ensure that the
various services making up the different tours will be carried out efficiently and as
specified, it does not have direct control over the provision of services of suppliers and
shall not be liable for any loss, damage, injury, additional cost, delay, irregularity that
may be occasioned by any error or default, act or omission of any supplier in carrying
out the required services, or otherwise, in connection therewith.
3. The Company shall not be liable for any loss, damage, or expense of any nature
whatever suffered by the client or any traveller arising from the loss of or any damage
to any property; the cancellation or curtailment of any activity; sickness, quarantine,
weather conditions, war, strikes, riots and/or any other cause of any nature whatever,
however caused and whether as a result of the company's negligence or otherwise.
4. Should sickness or accident interrupt a tour, the company shall not be liable for any
loss, damage or expense arising there from, whether as a result of the company's
negligence or otherwise; and refund, either total or partial, of money paid. The
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company recommends that the client takes out the necessary insurance to protect
against any such eventuality.
5. Travellers shall be solely responsible for complying with the formalities required by
police, customs, health and all other authorities at the point of departure, at the
destination and whilst in transit.
6. When required, clients must complete indemnity forms. The company cannot be held
liable for any cancelled activity as a result of the client refusing to sign such forms.
7. The company reserves the right to decline, to accept or retain any traveller as a
member of any group or on any tour at any time as a result of the non-payment of any
amount due by the client or if such client interferes with any other member of any group
and/or causes any disturbance or nuisance.
8. Should the company appoint a tour leader or guide in respect of any tour, then the
client must accept all reasonable instructions of such tour leader or guide.
9. The company reserves the right to alter or substitute routes, refreshments, meals,
accommodation, itineraries, tours, services, vehicles and/or arrangements should
conditions necessitate and will offer substitutes of equal value and will inform the client
of any known changes before departure.
10.
The company provides accurate travel time estimations but cannot be held liable
for the delay in travel times as a result of vehicle breakdowns, roadworks, traffic
problems, clients requesting numerous stops in the journey, or any such occurrence.
11.
Our vehicles are well maintained, fully serviced and tested for roadworthiness
every year. In the unlikely event that a vehicle breaks down and is unusable for more
than one day, the company will endeavour to arrange a substitute vehicle. The
company cannot guarantee, however, that the comfort of replacement vehicle will
match the company's vehicle.
Article 6 Documents
1.
The travel organiser will provide information, pertaining to the Dutch nationality, on
passports, visas and any health-related formalities to the traveller, no later than at the
time the contract is concluded.
2.

The traveller him/herself is responsible for obtaining the necessary additional information
from the relevant authorities and to ascertain in good time before departure whether or
not the information previously obtained has changed.

3.

The traveller him/herself is responsible for having the necessary travel documents with
him/her, such as a valid passport or, where permitted, an identity card and any
necessary visas, proofs of immunisations and vaccinations, driving licence and
international motor insurance certificate.

4.

If the traveller is unable to undertake all or part of the travel package as a result of not
being in possession of any document, or such a document not being valid, any and all
consequences of this will be at the traveller's expense, unless the travel agent has
promised that it would arrange the document in question, and its absence can be
imputed to the travel organiser, or if the travel organiser has failed to comply with its
obligation to provide information referred to in paragraph 1.

5.

The travel agent can provide or ensure the provision of information to the traveller on the
possibility to take out cancellation insurance and travel insurance.
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Article 7 Interest and collection costs
1.
A traveller who has not complied in a timely manner with his/her financial obligations to
the travel agent will owe the statutory interest on the remaining amount, unless the terms
and conditions of the service provider in question stipulate a higher interest rate.
2.

The traveller will also be required to reimburse any extrajudicial costs reasonably
incurred by the travel organiser or the service provider.
These amounts will be a maximum of: 15% of travel sums up to €2,500; 10% of the
subsequent €2,500 and 5% of the subsequent €5,000, with a minimum of €40. The travel
agent can deviate from the stated amounts and percentages to the advantage of the
traveller.

Article 8 Complaints
1.
Complaints relating to a reservation made by the travel agent and/or advice and
information provided by the travel agent must be submitted to the travel agent within one
month after the traveller takes cognizance of the facts to which the complaint relates.
2.

The travel agent will issue a written response no later than one month after receipt of the
complaint.

Article 9
1.
a.

Disputes
If the complaint is not resolved satisfactorily in good time or if no satisfactory
resolution is provided, the traveller can bring the dispute before the Dispute
Committee.
Given our registration in South Africa, a complaint can be lodged at
http://www.southafrica.info/services/consumer/travel.htm

2.

b.

The Disputes Committee issues rulings subject to the conditions set down in the
appropriate regulations. The decision of the Disputes Committee is in the form of
an advice binding upon the parties. The handling of a dispute is subject to a fee.

a.

On any of Tailor Made Safaris contracts South African Law is applicable.

b. A traveller who does not wish to make use of the binding advice procedure referred
to in the previous paragraph is entitled to put the case before the competent court.
South African courts are competent to hear such disputes.
c.

All rights of claim will lapse one year after the end of the reserved service(s) (or, if
the travel package did not take place, one year after the original date of departure).
Claims relating to injury expire one year after the end of the reserved service(s)
(or, if the travel package did not take place, one year after the original date of
departure). The parties are bound by the periods referred to in this paragraph
unless it is unacceptable on the grounds of reasonableness and fairness that the
travel agent invokes these periods.

